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We have measured the effects of high (0– 4.5 T) magnetic fields on the operating conditions of

805 MHz accelerating cavities, and discovered that the maximum accelerating gradient drops as a function

of the axial magnetic field. While the maximum gradient of any cavity is governed by a number of factors

including conditioning, surface topology and materials, we argue that J�B forces within the emitters are

the mechanism for enhanced breakdown in magnetic fields. The pattern of emitters changes over time and

we show an example of a bright emitter which disappears during a breakdown event. We also present

unique measurements of the distribution of enhancement factors, �, of secondary emitters produced in

breakdown events during conditioning. We believe these secondary emitters can also be breakdown

triggers, and the secondary emitter spectrum helps to determine the maximum operating field.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cooling beams of muons in flight requires absorbers to

reduce the muon momentum, accelerating fields to replace

the lost momentum, and static solenoidal magnetic fields to

focus the muon beams [1,2]. The process is most efficient if

both the magnetic fields and accelerating fields are high. In

order to study the interactions of a static magnetic field

with the operation of high gradient accelerating fields we

have conducted tests to determine the operating envelope

of accelerating cavities in high magnetic fields. These

studies have already produced useful information on dark

currents, the environment of field emitters in cavities,

conditioning and breakdown mechanisms [3]. This paper

discusses measurements made to determine the highest

operating field compatible with a given magnetic field

and understand the mechanisms limiting this operation.

II. MEASUREMENTS

Two 805 MHz cavities were used, one was a six-cell

standing wave structure 1 m long, and the other was a

simple pillbox, 8.64 cm long, which had replaceable end

windows to terminate the electric field. These cavities were

operated on the axis of a solenoidal field created by super-

conducting Helmholtz coils mounted in a structure with a

warm bore of 0.44 m. The geometry was described in

Ref. [3]. Both cavities were operated at maximum surface

fields from 40 to 60 MV=m.

While the majority of the operation was done either with

no field or B< 2:5 T, the coil system was operated at up to

4.5 T with the fields adding, producing a solenoidal field,

and with the coils bucking each other, which produced a

gradient of up to 20 T=m at the center of the magnet.

Because of the size of the six-cell cavity, only one end of

this cavity was exposed to the maximum field. The major-

ity of the results from operation of the six-cell cavity in the

field, describing changes in the radiation environment,

field emitted dark current orbits and cavity damage have

been published [3]. The geometry of the six-cell cavity was

complex, with oblate spheroidal cells separated by blunt

irises where the magnetic field and electric fields were, in

general, not parallel.

The pillbox cavity, shown in Fig. 1, was different in a

number of ways. Because of the flat walls, the electric and

magnetic fields were roughly parallel throughout the cav-

ity. Removable windows permitted study of the breakdown

damage with a variety of materials. Thin (0.254 mm) Be

windows, used for most of the operation, permitted study

of field emitted electron beams, which in turn produced

information on the structure of the surface. We could watch

the spatial distribution of secondary field emission sources

change over a period of weeks. The conditioning process to

reach full field (arbitrarily limited at 40 MV=m) took on

the order of a week after passing through low power multi-

pacting zones. Some results from measurements using this

cavity were presented at PAC03 [4,5].

Data taken over a period of 6 months with different

magnetic configurations are shown in Fig. 2 [6]. We plot*Electronic address: norem@anl.gov
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here the electric field achieved as a function of the static

solenoidal field for two coils in parallel, two coils bucking

and one coil. Since we have already shown that solenoidal

fields affect conditioning time, an attempt was made to

condition as long as possible at the highest fields, however

this was difficult due to the cost of operating the super-

conducting magnet. Conditioning with magnetic fields

seemed to be somewhat less stable than without the fields,

as breakdown events required a somewhat longer recovery

time. Thus the cavity may not be adequately conditioned at

the highest magnetic fields. The general trend of the data,

consistent with all measurements made, is that the accel-

erating field is degraded by the presence of the magnetic

field. The maximum accelerating field is limited by the

conditioning process and by the mechanism of breakdown

in magnetic fields, which we will describe below.

The data shown in Fig. 2 were taken before we under-

stood what the limitations imposed by the magnetic field

might be, and may not have used an optimum algorithm.

The time required for conditioning the cavity with no

magnetic field can be seen in Fig. 3, which shows the

radiation level detected in a monitor as a function of

time, for operation at constant accelerating field. Since

the time required to significantly improve the cavity per-

formance is a few days, and the total operating time of the

superconducting solenoid was limited by the cost of he-

lium, it seems desirable to operate much longer at fewer

magnetic field settings, and this will be done in the future

experiments.

A. Breakdown with electric and magnetic fields

With no magnetic field, we have shown that breakdown

can occur when local tensile stresses exerted by electric

fields are greater than the tensile strength of the material

FIG. 2. (Color) Breakdown threshold as a function of static

magnetic field at the cavity surfaces for different magnetic

configurations.

FIG. 1. (Color) The pillbox cavity showing 0.254 mm Be rf windows and 0.2 mm Ti vacuum window.



[3,7]. We believe magnetic fields can facilitate breakdown

by exerting additional forces in the form of torques on field

emitters. Assuming that emitters are basically conical, and

aligned roughly parallel to a magnetic field, the current

density at the surface of an emitter is j � J=A, where J is

the maximum measured current per emitter, on the order of

0.1 mA for the six-cell cavity, and A, the local emitter area

of the order 10�14 m2, giving current densities of

1010 A=m2 [3,7]. The radial component of this current

density, perpendicular to the magnetic field, is determined

by the cone angle of the emitter, 	, so the perpendicular

pressure exerted by the magnetic field is then sin�	�JB=A,

since the stress is due to j� B forces, as in Fig. 4. With a

2 T magnetic field and 0.1 mA emitter this pressure can be

on the order of 10 000 MPa, more than enough to trigger

fracture. The forces will be directed in a circular pattern

around the emitter tip, with a smooth gradient in sheer.

If breakdown occurs as a result of a limiting pressure on

a given emitter, one can derive a relation between the

maximum electric field and the static magnetic field from

the expression jB � const. As we have shown in Ref. [3],

the relation between current and field is approximately j /
E10 in the range where breakdown occurs. This implies a

dependence of Emax / B�1=10 for emitters near this limit,

where Emax is the breakdown limited maximum field. Data

from the pillbox cavity seem to be constrained by this

relation at low field, but depart somewhat from the pre-

diction at high fields, where less time was spent condition-

ing and the maximum field was not reached.

If this model is correct, it may be straightforward to

prevent breakdown caused by this process. Since the

mechanism that couples the magnetic field to breakdown

of the cavity seems to be J� B forces driven by field

emission of electrons, thin coatings of high work function

materials would reduce the field emission and the local

pressure on the emitter tips. Control of field emission with

thin layers of a material with different work function was

demonstrated with tungsten emitters over 50 years ago [8].

While it is, in principle, possible to reduce field emission

by making the interior of cavities arbitrarily smooth, the

conditioning process can roughen the surface, and we

would prefer to develop a method that can cope with

problems in operating cavities.

In the open cell cavity, the electric field was not, in

general, parallel to the magnetic field as shown in Fig. 4.

We noticed that at high magnetic fields ( � 3 T) this cavity

required extensive reconditioning whenever the static mag-

netic field was turned on or off. With the pillbox cavity,

where the electric and magnetic fields were roughly paral-

lel, less conditioning was required to reach higher electric

fields in the presence of solenoidal fields. We assume the

difference in the behavior of the two cavities could be due

to the local orientation of field emitters relative to the

magnetic field. This will be examined in a variety of future

experiments.

B. Field emitters and breakdown triggers

In a magnetic field, dark currents will follow field lines.

With strong solenoidal magnetic fields it is possible to

identify individual emitters in the cavity and to monitor

changes in the pattern of field emitters with time, using

Polaroid [9] 4� 5 sheet film and larger sheets of photo-

graphic paper [10] to record the dark currents at the surface

of the vacuum window. The dark currents are scattered by

both the Be rf windows and the vacuum windows increas-

ing the beam diameter. Since the cavity was first condi-

tioned without magnetic field, the pattern of emitters was

well developed when the first Polaroid pictures were made

with low field. We could observe changes in this pattern

over times on the order of weeks, when emitters would

appear or disappear.
FIG. 4. (Color) Forces due to field emission currents are present

in the field emitters.

FIG. 3. (Color) Radiation level near the cavity as a function of

time for B � 0.
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We were able to capture one breakdown event on film.

The pictures, shown in Fig. 5, were made at low B field,

i.e., low resolution. The first picture shows the initial

distribution, before the spark, with one of the emitters

brighter than the rest. The middle picture shows the bright-

est emitter becoming more active, which we assume is

associated with a breakdown event that took place during

this exposure. The final picture shows the pattern of emit-

ters after the breakdown event. At this time the brightest

emitter is gone, we assume it was the trigger of the break-

down event. (The first exposure was slightly damaged

during development.)

The Polaroid exposures were about 1 min long and the

series was taken in about 10 min, which determines the

time resolution of this technique. We believe that this series

of pictures demonstrates how active emitters, experiencing

high fields, can be the source of breakdown triggers. We

are developing methods of viewing this pattern with better

spatial and time resolution.

C. The spectrum of field emitters

We have previously described a model of cavity con-

ditioning [3]. When a new cavity is produced, we assume

the surface has a distribution of asperities with a wide

range of enhancement factors. As the power level is slowly

raised, the hotter emitters are burned off and the average

field that can be maintained in the cavity is increased. As

each emitter is burned away, however, it produces a distri-

bution of secondary emitters on the surface which may also

require conditioning. Ultimately the maximum operating

field that can be generated by a cavity is the equilibrium

field where the production of secondary emitters maintains

itself.

Operation in the magnetic field allowed us to measure

the distribution of secondary emission sources produced in

breakdown events. These measurements were obtained by

comparing the density of field emitted electron beams

produced from the Be windows in Polaroid photographs

taken at different accelerating fields. The relative emitter

strength was measured over many orders of magnitude in

emitted current by digitizing the photographs, as in Fig. 6.

After the Be windows were removed from the cavity, they

were examined with an electron microscope and the ber-

yllium surface, which was undamaged, was found to be

covered with copper splashes, which we believe to be the

result of breakdown events from the nearby copper.

These splashes are presumed to be the source of the field

emitted beams. The spectrum of emitters produced from

the Be windows, shown in Fig. 7, is then the spectrum of

secondary sources. The points with high enhancement

factors were identified from the photographs of beamlets,

with the maximum enhancement factor normalized by the

assumption that the local field would be about 8 GV=m,

where we have found breakdown events (like those in

Fig. 5) can occur [3]. The point at low enhancement factors

was identified by measuring the densities, shapes, and

dimensions of deposited copper splashes obtained from

electron microscope images. Assuming that the splashes

are roughly spherical or half spherical, enhancement fac-

tors of 3– 4 can be calculated from the geometry alone

[11]. It is difficult to determine with any precision if the

splashes have areas with higher enhancement factors from

microscope images. The line on the plot does not imply the

distribution is known in the region between the points.

These data are consistent with a variety of models; the

line shows a distribution that is proportional to e�0:027�,

and we would expect this spectrum to be strongly depen-

dent on the cavity stored energy.

This distribution shows that there are many more weak

emitters per unit enhancement than large ones, consistent

with visual and SEM inspection of the Be windows, which

showed many copper splashes and fragments, only a small

fraction of which seemed to be field emission sources.

III. SUMMARY

Measurements of the maximum accelerating field pos-

sible in the presence of a static magnetic field show that the

magnetic field can limit the operating range of the cavity.

We argue that the mechanism responsible is j� B forces

FIG. 5. Polaroid pictures, taken over a 10 min period, of an

emitter pattern before, during and after a breakdown event.



within the emitters. This simple model can explain the

general behavior of the decline in electric field with mag-

netic field. We have also used the magnetic field to show

how the conditioning process produces secondary field

emission (and likely breakdown) sources and presented a

preliminary measurement of their spectrum.
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